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Interpretation of Behavioral Blends

You have a predictable pattern of behavior because you have a specific personality. There are
four basic personality types. These types, also known as temperaments, blend together to
determine your unique personality.

There are four basic personality types known as D, I, S, and C behavior. Everyone is a blend or
combination of these four temperaments. No type is better than the other. No one has a bad
personality. The most important factor is what you do with your personality. Don't let your
personality control you; instead learn how to control your personality.

To help you discover more about your specific behavioral style, there are 21 Behavioral Blends.
One or two Behavioral Blends will best describe you. Few people are pure D, I, S, or C types.
Most everyone is a combination of the four types. Remember, it doesn't matter what personality
you have, as much as what you do with it.

Every personality has strengths and weaknesses (uniquenesses). One person's weakness may
be another person's strength. That's why "uniqueness" may be a better word than "weakness." In
order to be more successful and improve your relationships, you must learn how to control your
strengths and avoid your "uniquenesses." Always remember that under pressure you lean toward
your strengths. The over-use of a strength becomes an abuse, and the best thing about you
becomes the worst. The characteristic that people once liked most about you can become what
they later despise.

The "bottom line" is allowing the Holy Spirit to control your personality. People often say, "I just
want to be me." They want to find themselves and be "real." The problem is when you really find
yourself, you often don't like what you find. You might be so dictatorial, self-seeking, insecure or
critical that God seems powerless in your life. The so-called "real" or natural you can be opposite
of what God wants you to be. You should not seek to be normal, but spiritual; not natural, but
supernatural - to do what you do through the power of God in your life, to be what God wants you
to be through a personal relationship with Him by faith in Jesus Christ as your Savior and Lord
(Eph. 2:8-10). Be conformed into the image of Christ.

Once you discover your Behavioral Blend's, you can clearly recognize the areas God wants to
work on. The Bible is the best source to help you. "All Scripture is given by inspiration of God and
is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness" (2 Timothy
3:16). The following are specific scriptures each Behavioral Blend should consider. These
scriptures are admonitions and challenges to help you focus on becoming more like Christ. You
should grow spiritually to the place in your life where people really don't know what personality
you have. Balance and maturity should be your goal. Ask God to use these scriptures to
encourage and empower you. Don't let them discourage you. The Word of God is quick and
powerful, sharper than any two-edged sword. It can discern and deliver you from a self-centered
attitude of "me-ism." Learn to be so controlled by the Holy Spirit that God gets the glory in all you
say and do (Ephesians 5:18).
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Interpretation

You have a predictable pattern of behavior because you have a specific personality. There are
four basic personality types. These types, also known as temperaments, blend together to
determine your unique personality. They help you understand why you often feel, think, and act
the way you do. The following graph summarizes the Four Temperament Model of Human
Behavior.

Active/Task-oriented "D"

 Dominating, Directing, Demanding, Determined, Decisive, Doing

 Active/People-oriented "I"

Inspiring, Influencing, Inducing, Impressing, Interactive, Interested in people

 Passive/People-oriented "S" 

Steady, Stable, Shy, Security-oriented, Servant, Submissive, Specialist

Passive/Task-oriented "C"

Cautious, Competent, Calculating, Compliant, Careful, Contemplative.

"D" Type Behavior

Basic Motivation: Challenge & Control

Desires: Freedom from Control - Authority - Varied Activities - Difficult Assignments -
Opportunities for Advancement - Choices rather than ultimatums
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Respond Best To Leader Who: Provides direct answers Sticks to task - Gets to the point -
Provides pressure - Allows freedom for personal accomplishments

Needs to Learn: You need people - Relaxation is not a crime - Some controls are needed -
Everyone has a boss - Self-control is most important - To focus on finishing well is important -
Sensitivity to people's feelings is wise

Biblical Advice:
BE GENTLE / NOT BOSSY—Wisdom from above is . . . gentle, James 3:17
CONTROL YOUR FEELINGS AND ACTIONS—Be angry and sin not, Eph. 4:26
FOCUS ON ONE THING AT A TIME—This ONE thing I do, Phil. 3:13
HAVE A SERVANT'S ATTITUDE—By love, serve one another, Gal. 5:13.

"I" Type Behavior

Basic Motivation: Recognition & Approval

Desires: Prestige - Friendly relationships - Freedom from details - Opportunities to help others -
Opportunities to motivate others - Chance to verbalize ideas

Respond Best To Leader Who: Is fair and is also a friend Provides social involvement - Provides
recognition of abilities - Offers rewards for risk-taking

Needs to Learn: Time must be managed - Deadlines are important - Too much optimism can be
dangerous - Being responsible is more important than being popular - Listening better will improve
one's influence

Biblical Advice:
BE HUMBLE / AVOID PRIDE—Humble yourself in the SIGHT of God, James 3:17
CONTROL YOUR SPEECH—Be quick to hear, slow to speak, James 1:19
BE MORE ORGANIZED—Do all things decently and in order, 1 Cor. 14:40
BE PATIENT —The fruit of the Spirit is . . . longsuffering, Gal. 5:23.

"S" Type Behavior

Basic Motivation: Stability & Support

Desires: Area of Specialization - Identification with a group Established work patterns - Security of
situation - Consistent and familiar environment(s)

Responds Best To Leader Who: Is relaxed and friendly - Allows time to adjust to changes - Allows
to work at own pace - Gives personal support

Needs To Learn: Change provides opportunity - Friendship isn't everything - Discipline is good -
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Boldness and taking risks is sometimes necessary

Biblical Advice:
BE BOLD AND STRONG—Only be strong and very courageous, Joshua 1:6
BE CONFIDENT AND FEARLESS—God has not given you the spirit of fear, 2 Tim. 1:7
BE MORE ENTHUSIASTIC—Whatsoever you do, do it HEARTILY as unto the Lord, Col. 3:23.

"C" Type Behavior

Basic Motivation: Quality & Correctness

Desires: Clearly defined tasks - Details - Limited risks - Tasks that require precision and planning -
Time to think

Responds Best To Leader Who: Provides reassurance Spells out detailed operating procedures -
Provides resources to do task correctly - Listens to suggestions

Needs to Learn: Total support is not always possible - Thorough explanation is not everything -
Deadlines must be met - More optimism will lead to greater success

Biblical Advice:
BE MORE POSITIVE—Whatsoever things are lovely, of good report ... think on these things, Phil.
4:8
AVOID A BITTER AND CRITICAL SPIRIT—Let all bitterness . . . be put away from you, Eph. 4:31
BE JOYFUL —The fruit of the Spirit is . . . joy, Gal. 5:22
 DON'T WORRY —Fret not, Psa. 37:1.
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Graph 1: "This is expected of me"

"This is expected of me" is your response to how you think people expect you to behave. It's your
normal guarded and masked behavior.

Description: As a "D / S / C" or "D / C / S" or "S / D / C" or "S / C / D" or "C / D / S" or "C / S / D"
you think people expect you to be direct, submissive, and competent. You tend to be more
passive, but you sometimes surprise people with your dominant ways. You can be active and
decisive, but your sweet, sensitive, compliant, and conscientious feelings seem to balance any
abrasiveness or forcefulness you might exhibit. You don't tend to be talkative or a crowd pleaser.
You seem to think people expect you to be more quiet and shy. You often don't consider yourself
as reserved because of your aggressive and assertive tendencies. There is a part of you that
doesn't like to constantly sit still and wait for things to happen. You like to be in charge while
cautiously moving forward. You also like helping those who may be hesitant or need more
assurance. You tend to plan and prepare more than others, but you don't always communicate it
well to the masses.

C/S/D - COMPETENT STEADY DOERS

Discovering your behavioral blends

"C/S/D's" are a combination of cautious, stable and determined types. They are more task-
oriented, but care about people on an individual basis. They don’t like to speak in front of crowds.
They prefer to get the job done and do it right through small groups, as opposed to large groups.
They tend to be more serious. Often misunderstood by others as being insensitive, "C/S/D" types
really care for people. They just don’t show it openly. They need to be more positive and
enthusiastic. Natural achievers, they need to be more friendly and less critical.

Controlling your behavioral blends
Be more enthusiastic.
Don't worry so much about problems.
Be more positive.
Let your sensitivity be more evident.
Be more outwardly optimistic and encouraging to others.
Be fearless.
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Graph 2: "This is me"

"This is me" is your response to how you feel and think under pressure - how you really feel and
think inside. It's your normal unguarded and unmasked behavior.

Description: As a "D / S / C", or "D / C / S", or "S / D / C", or "S / C / D", or "C / D / S", or "C / S /
D", you think people expect you to be direct, submissive, and competent. You tend to be passive,
but you sometimes surprise people with your dominant ways. You can be active and decisive, but
your sweet and sensitive, as well as compliant and conscientious ways seem to balance any
abrasiveness or forcefulness you might exhibit. You don't tend to be talkative or a crowd pleaser.
You seem to think people expect you to be more quiet and shy. You often don't consider yourself
reserved because of your soft and contemplative tendencies. There is a part of you that doesn't
like to constantly sit still and wait for things to happen. You like to be in charge while cautiously
moving forward. You also like helping those who may be hesitant or need more assurance. You
tend to plan and prepare more than others, but you don't always communicate it well to the
masses.

C/S/D - COMPETENT STEADY DOERS

Discovering your behavioral blends

"C/S/D's" are a combination of cautious, stable and determined types. They are more task-
oriented, but care about people on an individual basis. They don’t like to speak in front of crowds.
They prefer to get the job done and do it right through small groups, as opposed to large groups.
They tend to be more serious. Often misunderstood by others as being insensitive, "C/S/D" types
really care for people. They just don’t show it openly. They need to be more positive and
enthusiastic. Natural achievers, they need to be more friendly and less critical.

Controlling your behavioral blends
Be more enthusiastic.
Don't worry so much about problems.
Be more positive.
Let your sensitivity be more evident.
Be more outwardly optimistic and encouraging to others.
Be fearless.
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a tends to be more: a tends to be less:
Demanding / Asserting Outgoing / Active
Law-abiding / Conscientious Gentle / Soft / Humble
Loyal / True Blue Calculating / Analytical
Peaceful / Calm Convinced / Cocky
Careful / Cautious Obedient / Submissive
Risk-taking / Courageous Pleasing / Good-natured
Hyper / Energetic Perfectionist / Precise
Brave / Adventurous Enthusiastic / Influencing
Persistent / Restless / Relentless Right / Correct
Shy / Mild Competent / Does Right
Admirable / Elegant Winner / Competitive
Ambitious / Goes for it Deep / Intense
Challenging / Motivating Accurate / Exact
Perceptive / Sees clearly Animated / Expressive
Pondering / Wondering Persuading / Convincing
Sweet / Tender / Compassionate Guarded / Masked / Protective
Generous / Giving Preparing / Researching
Industrious / Hard working Smiling / Happy
Driving / Determined Dynamic / Impressing
Direct / To the point Original / Creative
Courteous / Polite Strict / Unbending
Inventive / Imaginative Hospitable / Enjoys company
Organized / Orderly Exciting / Spirited
Helpful / Assisting Bottom line / Straight-forward

a's "D"Tendencies seem to be: 
Demanding, Asserting, Risk-taking, Courageous, Brave, Adventurous, Persistent, Restless,
Relentless, Ambitious, Goes for it, Challenging, Motivating, Industrious, Hard working, Driving,
Determined, Direct, To the point

a's "I"Tendencies seem to be: 
Hyper, Energetic, Admirable, Elegant

a's "S"Tendencies seem to be: 
Loyal, True Blue, Peaceful, Calm, Sweet, Tender, Compassionate, Generous, Giving, Courteous,
Polite, Helpful, Assisting

a's "C"Tendencies seem to be: 
Law-abiding, Conscientious, Careful, Cautious, Pondering, Wondering, Organized, Orderly

a's "D"Tendencies are not very: 
Convinced, Cocky, Winner, Competitive, Bottom line, Straight-forward
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a's "I"Tendencies are not very: 
Outgoing, Active, Enthusiastic, Influencing, Animated, Expressive, Smiling, Happy, Dynamic,
Impressing, Exciting, Spirited

a's "S"Tendencies are not very: 
Gentle, Soft, Humble, Pleasing, Good-natured, Hospitable, Enjoys company

a's "C"Tendencies are not very: 
Calculating, Analytical, Perfectionist, Precise, Right, Correct, Competent, Does Right, Preparing,
Researching, Original, Creative
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 Most people get into trouble, because 
they don’t know how to or they just refuse to 
control their feelings.  Conquering our feel-
ings is imperative to a happy and healthy life.  
Learning Human Behavior Science helps us 
understand why people feel, think, and act 
the way they do.
 Our feelings are part of our personalities.  
Every child and parent are gifted with unique 
personality types.  Discovering the Uniquely 

You as a family member is vital for a harmo-
nious home.  Understanding how to control 
and conquer your feelings will improve your 
family’s environment and parenting skills.
	 Parents	who	identify	and	influence	their	
children according to their unique personal-
ity types will be more effective.  An ancient 
proverb teaches, “Train up a child in the way 

he should go.”  The word “way” denotes 
“bent” or personality.  Every child should 
be trained according to his or her “bent.” 
 Everyone has a unique personality.  No 
one has a bad personality.  It’s what you do 
with your personality that really matters.  By 
understanding the way we are bent, we can 
discover why we and others often feel the 
way we feel.

 The challenge is relating to everyone 
differently —  discerning how people feel, 
think and act according to their personalities.  
Your	entire	family	can	benefit	by	reducing	
conflicts	caused	by	personality	clashes.		Most	
family problems result from hurt feelings and 
misunderstandings.  We need to learn how 
to conquer our feelings by controlling our 
personalities.   
 By learning how to predict behavior, 
parents	can	avoid	and	resolve	most	conflicts.		
You can also discipline and motivate your 
children according to their individual per-
sonality types.  Recognizing your children’s 
specific	drives	can	be	especially	enlightening.		
           There is no parenting style better than the 
other.  The best parents learn how to respond 
to every child individually.  For maximum 
insights, be sure to study this entire report.
        Help your child control and conquer his 
or her feelings by understanding personality 
types and how they respond under pressure.  

Controlling and Conquering Feelings

There is no greater BOND, than 

between a parent and a child. 

There is also no greater PAIN, 

than a strained relationship       

between a parent and child.

- Dr. Mels Carbonell

Introduction to Child’s - Parent’s Profiles —
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CONTROLLING  YOUR  BEHAVIORAL  BLEND
     The "bottom line" is allowing the Holy Spirit to control your personality.  People often say, "I just want to be me."   They want 
to	find	themselves	and	be	"real."		The	problem	is	when	you	really	find	yourself,	you	often	don't	like	what	you	find.		You	might	be	
so dictatorial, self-seeking, insecure or critical  that God seems powerless in your life.  The so-called "real" or natural you can be 
opposite of what God wants you to be.  You should not seek to be normal, but spiritual; not natural, but supernatural —  to do what 
you do through the power of God in your life, to be what God wants you to be through a personal relationship with Him by faith 
in Jesus Christ as your Savior and Lord (Eph. 2:8-10).  Be conformed into the image of Christ.  (Continue instructions next page.)

D I  S  C

D I  S  C

D I  S  C D I  S  C

D I  S  C

D I  S C D I  S C

D I  S  C

D I  S  C

D I  S  C

C:  CAUTIOUS COMPETENT TYPES
Be more patient when wanting to correct others—
"Rebuke, exhort with all longsuffering," 2 Tim. 4:2.  
Correct in love—"Speak the truth in love," Eph. 4:15.  Be 
more positive—"Rejoice in the Lord ALWAYS," Phil. 4:4.  
Hope in God, not circumstances—"Rejoicing in hope," 
Rom. 12:12.  The most logical thing you can do is serve 
God—"Present your bodies a living sacrifice . . . which 
is your reasonable service," Rom 12:2.  Find happiness 
in God—"Delight in the Lord," Psa. 37:4.  

S:  STEADY SPECIALISTS
Increase your confidence in Christ—"I can do all things 
through Christ, Who strengthens me," Phil. 4:13.  
God is your—"rock, fortress and deliverer," Psa. 18:2.  
Fearfulness is not from God—"God has not given you 
the spirit of fear," 2 Tim. 1:7.  Speak out more often—
"Let the redeemed of the Lord say so," Psa. 107:2.  Be 
more outgoing and less inhibited—"Christ has made us 
free," Gal. 5:1.  Be more assertive—Moses confronted 
Pharaoh with "let my people go," Ex. 5:1.  Security is 
possible—"You are secure, because of hope," Job 11:18.    

I:  INSPIRATIONAL INFLUENCERS
Don't exalt yourself—"Humble yourself and God will 
exalt you," James 4:10.  Be sure to listen more—"quick 
to hear, slow to speak," James 1:19.  Work at being 
organized—"Do all things decently and in order," 1 Cor. 
14:40.  Concentrate on doing what is most important—
"All things are not expedient," 1 Cor. 10:23.  Prepare 
more—"Prepare yourself," 2 Chron. 35:4.  Be careful 
what you desire—"Delight in the Lord,"  Psa. 37:4.  Don't 
be over-confident and watch what you promise—Peter 
claimed he would never deny Christ, Mark 14:31.  

D:  DETERMINED DOERS 
Be careful to not offend when you take charge—"The 
servant of the Lord must not strive (be pushy), but 
be gentle," 2 Tim. 2:24.  Anger is normal, but must 
be controlled—"Be angry and sin not," Eph. 4:26. Be 
motivated to purity and peace—"Wisdom from above is 
first pure, peaceable . . .," James 3:17.  Focus on doing 
ONE thing well—"This ONE thing I do,"  Phil. 3:13.  
Always remember, God is the Master of your fate—"The 
fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom," Prov. 1:7.  

D/I:  DRIVING INFLUENCERS
Though naturally fearless and able, you need to re-
spect God's power over you—"Fear God and give Him 
glory," Rev. 14:7.  Guard the over-use of strength and 
be kind — "By the meekness and gentleness of Christ," 
2 Cor. 10:1.  Making peace is a greater challenge than 
winning a fight—"Blessed are the peacemakers," 
Matt. 5:9.  Choose words carefully—"A soft answer 
turns away wrath," Prov. 15:1.  God must control your 
feelings—"The fruit of the Spirit is . . . temperance 
(self-control)," Gal. 5:23. 

I/D:  INSPIRATIONAL DOERS
Guard the power of your words—"The tongue is a fire," 
James 3:6.  Don't be like those who "by fair words and 
good speeches—deceive," Rom. 16:18.  Always tell the 
truth—"Speak the truth and lie not," 1 Tim. 2:7.  Re-
member Who has blessed you—"God must increase, I 
must decrease," John 3:30.  Give God the glory for all 
you do—"Give unto the Lord glory," Psa. 29:1,2.  Put 
God first in your life—"Seek you first the kingdom of 
God," Matt. 6:33.  Beware of—The "lust of the flesh 
and pride of life;" they will ultimately destroy your 
talents, 1 John 2:16.      

S/I:  STEADY INFLUENCERS
Speak out—"Bold to speak without fear,"  Phil. 1:14.  
Take stands—"Stand fast in one spirit," Phil. 4:1.  The 
Spirit of God can help you tell others about Christ—
"The Spirit of the Lord is upon me," Isa. 61:1.  Guard 
against fearfulness—"Let not your heart be troubled, 
neither let it be afraid,"   Luke 14:27.  Remember, 
you don't need "people" to encourage you—"David 
encouraged himself in the Lord," 1 Sam. 30:6.  Always 
do right and don't fear people—"Fear of man brings a 
snare (trap)," Psa. 29:25.  

C/S:  COMPETENT SPECIALISTS
Think more positively —"Whatsoever things are pure 
. . . of good report . . . think on those things," Phil. 4:8,9.  
Guard against the fear of failure—God promises "Fear 
not for I am with you," Isa. 43:5.  Focus on the possible 
—"With God all things are possible," Matt. 19:26.  Be 
cheerful—"The fruit of the Spirit is . . . joy," Gal. 5:22.  
When everything goes wrong, God is all you need—"Our 
sufficiency is of God," 2 Cor. 3:5.  Think like Christ —"Let 
this mind be in you which was also in Christ," Phil. 4:8.    
      

D/I/C: DOMINANT INSPIRING CAUTIOUS
Be sure to listen more—"quick to hear, slow to speak," 
James 1:19.  Be more sensitive to the individual's feel-
ings — "The servant of the Lord must not strive, but be 
gentle," 2 Tim. 2:24.  Be more of a peacemaker— "Blessed 
are the peacemakers," Matt. 5:9.  Be more steady and 
don't get sidetracked — "Be steadfast always doing the 
work of the Lord," 1 Cor. 15:58.  Don't be judgmental — 
"If a man be overtaken in a fault, restore him," Gal. 6:1.

I/D/S:  INSPIRING DRIVING SUBMITTING
Be more calculating and careful—"Sit down first and 
count the cost," Luke 14:28.  Organize yourself and at-
tempt to be more organized, "Do all things decently and in 
order," 1 Cor. 14:40.  Be careful what you promise—"Let 
your 'yea' be 'yea' and your 'nay' be 'nay'," 2 Cor. 1:17.  
Give God the glory for all you do—"Give unto the Lord 
glory," Psa. 29:1,2.  Think before you do things — "A 
wise man thinks to know," Ecc. 8:17.  Be humble and 
share the glory — "Humble yourself and God will exalt 
you," James 4:10.       
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    An Above Mid-Line Blend may be trying to over-
achieve — "It is God who works in us, both to will and 
do of His good pleasure," Phil. 2:13.  You may be think-
ing too highly of what is expected of you or the real you.  
Remember Peter.
     A Below Mid-Line Blend may indicate you are not 
really sure how to respond to challenges — "I can do all 
things through Christ," Phil. 4:13.  Think more positively 
about yourself — "I am fearfully and wonderfully made," 
Psa. 139:14.  

D I  S  C

D I  S  C
I/C:  INSPIRATIONAL COMPETENT 
Be careful you don't think too highly of yourself—"God 
resists the proud, but gives grace to the humble," 1 
Pet. 5:5.  Seek to please God more than others—"When 
a man's ways please the Lord," Prov. 16:7.  Be a good 
example—"Be an example of the believer," 1 Tim. 4:12.  
Care more about how you look to God—"Glorify God in 
your body and spirit," 1 Cor. 6:20.  Be bold and confident 
in Christ—"We have boldness and access with confidence 
by the faith of Him," Eph. 3:12. Guard statements and 
judgments —"A lying tongue is a vanity tossed to and fro," 
Prov. 21:6.  Don't flatter yourself—"He flatters himself 
in his own eyes," Psa. 36:2.

S/C: STEADY COMPETENT TYPES
Be assertive and stronger—"Only be strong and very 
courageous," Joshua 1:6.  Be more enthusiastic—"What-
ever you do, do it heartily," Col. 3:23.  Enjoy relationships, 
rather than endure them—Christ said,  "I am come that 
you might have life . . . abundantly," John 10:10.  Peace 
and happiness do not come from security and safety 
—"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you," John 
14:27.  Divine peace is knowing God's ways are beyond 
ours—"The peace of God passes all understanding," Phil. 
4:7.  Be fearless in Christ—"I will fear no evil," Psa. 23:4.  

C/S/D: COMPETENT STEADY DOERS
Be more enthusiastic—"Whatever you do, do it heart-
ily as unto the Lord," Col. 3:23.  Don't worry so much 
about problems — "Let not your heart be troubled," 
John 14:27.  Be more positive — "Whatsoever things are 
pure . . . if there be any virtue, think on these things," 
Phil. 4:8,9.  Let your sensitivity be more evident — "Be 
kindly affectionate, one to another," Rom. 12:10.  Don't 
be like Moses when he was reluctant to lead because of 
his poor verbal skills (Ex. 4:10-16).  Be more outwardly 
optimistic and encouraging to others — "Exhort one 
another daily," Heb. 3:13.          

STRAIGHT MID-LINE
You may be trying to be all things to all men, which is 
good, but can be frustrating at times.  The farther apart 
your plotting points, the easier it is to read the profile.  
Recognize your identity in Christ — "I am crucified with 
Christ, nevertheless I live, yet not I, but Christ lives in 
me," Gal. 2:20.  Relax in the Lord — "Come unto me all you 
that labor and are heavy laden and I will give you rest," 
Matt. 11:28.   You cannot please everyone all the time — 
"Having men's persons in admiration," Jude 16.

I/S:  INSPIRATIONAL SPECIALISTS 
Do everything unto the Lord—"Whatsoever you do, do it 
heartily, as unto the Lord and not unto men," Col. 3:23.  
Beware of seeking man's approval—"Not with eyeservice 
as men pleasers," Eph. 6:6.  Seek to please God, rather 
than others—"Do always those things that please Him," 
John 8:29.  Be more task-oriented—"Sit down first and 
count the cost," Luke 14:28.  Don't be lazy—"not slothful 
in business," Rom. 12:11.  Work hard—"Let every man 
prove his work," Gal. 6:4.  Don't just talk about what 
you want —"Being fruitful in every good work," Col. 
1:10.  Be industrious—"Night comes when no one will 
work," John 9:4.                  

D/I:  DYNAMIC INFLUENCERS  
Concentrate on humility and obedience—Christ "humbled 
Himself and became obedient," Phil. 2:8.  Everyone has a 
boss, even you—the centurion said to Jesus, "I too am a 
man under authority," Matt. 8:9.  Avoid rebellion —"Rebel-
lion is as the sin of witchcraft," 1 Sam. 15:23.  Winning 
is not always most important—"The first shall be last," 
Matt. 19:30.  Be patient with others—"The fruit of the 
Spirit is longsuffering," Gal. 5:23.  Learn to relax in the 
Lord, not in your ability to make things happen—"Rest 
in the Lord," Psa. 37:7.    

D/C:  DRIVING COMPETENT TYPES 
Seek to get along with everyone—"Live peaceably with 
all men," Rom. 12:18.  Be kind and loving—"Kindly 
affectionate one to another," Rom. 12:10.  Show more 
love—"Love one another," 1 John 4:7.  Seek to serve, 
not to be served—Be a "servant of Christ," Eph. 6:6.  
Meekness is not weakness. Control your desire to have 
power over others.  Be Christlike—"By the meekness 
and gentleness of Christ," 2 Cor. 10:1.  Take time to be 
still and commune with God—"Be still and know that I 
am God," Psa. 46:10.

S/D:  STEADY DOERS
God wants to empower what you think is weakness—
"Most gladly will I rather glory in my infirmities that 
the power of Christ may rest upon me."  God's grace 
(the power and ability to do what God wants) is enough 
for whatever you need—"My grace is sufficient for you."   
You are often strongest in weakness, as you trust in 
God and not yourself—"For when I am weak, then am I 
strong," 2 Cor. 12:9.  Encourage and help others daily—
"Exhort one another daily,"  Heb. 3:13.  God challenges 
you to reason with Him—"Come now and let us reason 
together," Isa. 1:18.

C/I/S: COMPETENT  INFLUENCING  
          SPECIALISTS
Guard against being judgmental—"Judge not lest you be 
judged," Matt. 7:1.  "Who are you that judges another," 
James 4:12.  Avoid bitterness and resentment—"Lest any 
root of bitterness spring up to trouble you," Heb. 12:15.  God 
will meet your needs—"My God shall supply all your need 
according to His riches in glory," Phil. 4:19.  Be thankful 
for everything—"In all things give thanks," 1 Thess. 5:18. 
Let God's Word affect you—"Let the Word of God dwell in 
you richly in all wisdom," Col. 3:16.  Whatever you do, do 
it for God's glory—"Do all in the name of God," Col. 3:17.

     Once you discover your Behavioral Blend/s, you can clearly recognize the areas God wants to work on.  The Bible is the 
best source to help you.  "All Scripture is given by inspiration of God and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correc-

tion, for instruction in righteousness"	(2	Timothy	3:16).		The	following	are	specific	scriptures	each	Behavioral Blend should 
consider.  These scriptures are admonitions and challenges to help you focus on becoming more like Christ.  You should grow 
spiritually	to	the	place	in	your	life	where	people	really	don't	know	what	personality	you	have.		Balance	and	maturity	should	
be	your	goal.		Ask	God	to	use	these	scriptures	to	encourage	and	empower	you.		Don't	let	them	discourage	you.		The	Word	of	
God is quick and powerful, sharper than any two-edged sword.  It can discern and deliver you from a self-centered attitude 
of "me-ism."  Learn to be so controlled by the Holy Spirit that God gets the glory in all you say and do (Ephesians 5:18). 
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      The Bible is full of examples of unique personalities.  Some 
individuals were aggressive and outgoing, while others were 
withdrawn and quiet.  One type is not better than the other.  
Biblical behavior is balanced and mature.
     Scripture demands both behavior.  Mark 16:15 tells us, 
"Go into all the world and preach the gospel."  Psalm 46:10 
encourages us to "be still and know God."  Both are different, 
yet commands.
    Mary and Martha are good examples of opposite types.  
Martha was more active and task-oriented, while her sister, 
Mary, was more passive and people-oriented.  Martha dem-
onstrated "D" type behavior (John 11:20), while Mary showed 
"S" behavior (John 11:20).  
    When Lazarus their brother died, both said the exact same 
thing to Jesus (John 11:21, 32), but Jesus responded differ-
ently to each one.  The lesson is we should respond to people 
according to their personalities—not ours.  We should be "all 

things to all men, that we might by all means save some," 
(Rom. 11:14).
    Individual DISC behavior is illustrated in the Scriptures. 
God uses all types of personalities to complete His plan and 
purpose.   The most important lesson is don't let your per-
sonality control you, instead let God control your person-
ality—let	God	fill	 (control)	you	with	His	Holy	Spirit	 (Eph.	
5:18).          

    The Apostle Paul	was	definitely	a	"D"	type.		He	was	left	
for dead, imprisoned, stoned, forsaken and forgotten, yet he 
pressed	on	toward	the	high	calling	of	God.		He	didn't	worry	
about what anyone thought about him, except God.  He also 
learned obedience and submission after God crushed him on 
the road to Damascus.
    Peter demonstrated "I" type behavior every time he 
spoke-up for the disciples.  He was often very dramatic.  One 
moment Peter promises, in front of a crowd, to never forsake 
Christ, then a little later he denies the Lord, when no one is 
watching, to a young maiden. Yet God used Peter in a great 
way at Pentecost.
    Moses seemed to show "S" behavior when God told him 
to lead the children of Israel out of Egypt.  Moses was unsure 
of himself.  He even tried to get Aaron to be the leader.   "S" 
type	personalities	don't	like	to	be	"up-front" telling everyone 
what to do, but God sometimes calls people to do great things 
inspite of their personality types.
    Thomas, the Disciple, exhibited "C" behavior when he 
doubted	Christ's	resurrection.		"C"s	need	proof	and	answers	
to	questions.		Jesus	didn't	belittle	Thomas,	but	gave	him	the	
evidence needed to serve the Lord in a great way.  Historians 
record Thomas became an extremely effective missionary to 
India.

BIBLICAL  EXAMPLES  OF  PERSONALITY  TYPES

Practical Application
High "D"s
			•		They	need	challenges	and	choices.		
			•		They	don't	like	to	be	told	what	to	do.		They	want	to	be		
      their own bosses.  
			•		Controlling	themselves	is	most	important.		Desiring	to		
      control others, "D"s need to guard their feelings. 
			•		Since	"D"s	test	and	challenge	authority,	they	need		
      to learn that everyone has a boss.  If not, they will push  
      others to the limit.
        Instead of telling "D"s to complete a task immediately, 
give them the choice between completing the task now or by 

a certain time.  They will usually choose the latter, but they 
at least have the choice. 

High "C"s
			•		They	like	to	do	things	right.		Finishing	a	project	half		
      way or half right is unacceptable to them.
			•		Give	them	time	and	resources	to	do	their	best.
			•		Don't	push	them	to	always	do	better.		They	may	get			
      frustrated and give up.
			•		Encourage	them	to	improve	their	people	skills.		They		
      need to learn to be more sociable.
			•		Answer	their	questions	and	explain	the	"whys	of	life."
        Provide these types with happy and positive atmo-

spheres.  They tend to be naturally pessimistic and moody.  

Joyful and  uplifting music around the home or office can 
be very encouraging.  Avoid being constantly negative and 

critical especially, with these personality types.

High "I"s
			•		They	need	lots	of	recognition,	approval	and	stroking.
			•		They	like	to	talk	and	get	attention.		Being	quiet	is	difficult		
      for them.
			•		Give	them	opportunities	to	express	themselves.		
			•		Don't	put	them	down	for	their	desire	to	entertain.
			•		Encourage	them	to	control	their	excitement	and	share	the				
      limelight with others.
       "I"s need to learn they will have more friends when they   

make others look good.  Praise them when they do well.   

Emphasize how their poor behavior makes them look bad,     
when they under-achieve.  They especially need to guard  

against pleasing everyone. 

High "S"s
			•		They	desire	steady	and	stable	environments.		Change	is			
						difficult.		Give	them	time	to	adjust.
			•		Don't	expect	them	to	accept	risks	or	try	new	things.			
      They prefer traditional roles.
			•		Difficult	assignments	and	enthusiastic	challenges	are		
      not effective.  Friendly and sweet appeals are best.
			•		Encourage	them	to	be	more	outgoing	and	assertive,	so				
      that others will not take advantage of them.
       "S"s' natural submission causes others to take ad-

vantage of them.  "S"s need to learn how to control their 

reluctance to be bold and assertive.  Saying, "no," can be  
frightening, yet powerful.   Taking chances and risks to take 
charge can be very rewarding. 
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Comparing Graphs
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Parent's Action Plan
1.  My highest plotting point in Graph 1:  ________; Graph 2: ________. 

 This means I tend to be more _____________________________;  ____________________________;  

___________________________, _____________________________.

2.  The overuse of this type sometimes makes me ____________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

3.  My next highest plotting point in Graph 1: ________; Graph 2: ________.  

If above the mid-line, this means I also tend to be more __________________________; ____________________________;  

___________________________, _____________________________.

4.  The overuse of these types sometimes makes me  __________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________.

5.  My lowest plotting point in Graph 1:  ________; Graph 2: ________  

This means I tend to not be ________________________________; _____________________________;  

___________________________, _____________________________.

6.		My	child's	highest	plotting	point	in	Graph	1:		________;	Graph	2:	________		

This means he or she tends to not be ________________________________; _____________________________;  

___________________________, _____________________________.

7.		My	child's	next	highest	plotting	point	in	Graph	1:		________;	Graph	2:	________		

This means he or she tends to not be ________________________________; _____________________________;  

___________________________, _____________________________.

8.		My	child's	lowest	plotting	point	in	Graph	1:		________;	Graph	2:	________		

This means he or she tends to not be ________________________________; _____________________________;  

___________________________, _____________________________.

9.  To communicate more effectively with my child, I need to: __________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________.

10.  My prayer to improve my parenting effectiveness is: ______________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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